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West Los AngelesWest Los Angeles



This is the way we think of LA:               
Featureless sprawl, freeways and smog.



This is West LA , sweeping up the Santa Monica sweeping up the Santa Monica 
Mountains and Hollywood Hills Mountains and Hollywood Hills –– the celebrity the celebrity 
corridor along the Santa Monica and Wilshire corridor along the Santa Monica and Wilshire 
Boulevards.  Boulevards.  

Between these mountains to the north and the Between these mountains to the north and the 
Baldwin Hills to the south, between the beaches and Baldwin Hills to the south, between the beaches and 
DowntownDowntown LALA, there are five cities,                              , there are five cities,                              
the the Cinque TerreCinque Terre of Southern California:                                       of Southern California:                                       
West Hollywood, Beverly Hills, Santa Monica and West Hollywood, Beverly Hills, Santa Monica and 
Culver City.  Because no city was allowed to Culver City.  Because no city was allowed to 
completely surround another, the City of Los completely surround another, the City of Los 
Angeles fills the spaces in between.  Angeles fills the spaces in between.  
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Those who live in West LA (the world’s media is familiar 
with many of their names) were used to driving speedily 

across the region as part of their daily lifestyle.  Their 
mental maps were vast, measured in freeway exits and 

boulevard intersections.  Inside their heads was the 
sprawling metropolis, traversable only by car.                  

In reality, West LA is quite compact.  

Vancouver and most of Burnaby 
fit comfortably between the coast 

and downtown Los Angeles

Trip 
distances in 

West LA 
are often 

only a few 
miles – like 

most trips 
within 

Vancouver.



Boulevards also substitute for regional malls. Storefronts run for 
miles along five- and six-lane roads that angle across the shifting 

grid – Venice, Pico, Olympic, Santa Monica, Wilshire, Sunset; 
Ocean, Lincoln, LaCienega and on and on.

West LA is reliant on boulevards, not 
freeways.  Freeways edge West LA 
and carry through traffic.  The 
boulevards provide local service and 
connect communities.

Garish strips of 
signs and stucco 

provide a tacky 
veneer of retail for 
some of the most 

expensive 
residential real 

estate on the 
planet.



LA boulevards:                                            
the legacy of the streetcar lines 

and 1920s planning.

Storefronts that come right to the 
sidewalks - without expansive 

parking lots out front.

Traffic arterials that are overcrowded.



The absence of transportation choices is sad.  Given the 
climate and terrain, it’s perfectly feasible for someone of 
average fitness to cycle from, say, West Hollywood to 

Century City, or to commute by bike from Ladera Heights to 
Sunset Boulevard. The terrain is gentle, the weather almost 

perfect, the distances from place to place mostly under         
three miles.

So why does hardly anyone do it?.  So why does hardly anyone do it?.  

Looking across Los Angeles 
from the Baldwin Hills to                 
West Hollywood.



The oppressive traffic, the one-
dimensional design of the streets, 

the lack of bike routes.

They’ve made no room.  
Cyclists would have to 

compete for space with this 
mix of cross-regional and 

local traffic.  Not fun, not safe.

And so the bike isn’t able to 
take some of the load off the 

arterials, to ease the 
pressure. (It may only take a 

few percent to make a 
difference – and it would be 

healthier in so many other 
respects.)



Problem: Most people get around in cars.                        
And only in cars.

And because, eventually, the car doesn’t work as well 
without other options, this one-mode transport system is 

becoming increasingly unreliable .

There’s no more room for just more cars.

Los Angelenos want options. In particular, they want rail.   
Beverly Hills wants the Red Line subway to be extended 

to them. So does West Hollywood.  Culver City and 
Santa Monica are welcoming the Exposition light-rail line, 

and want an extension added on right now.



Ironic, really.

West LA cities were built around transit.  They 
already have identifiable, dense neighbourhoods, 

with shopping, schools, parks and services all 
within a comfortable radius of three miles or so.  

Take West Hollywood: half the density of 
Vancouver’s West End, already a place where 
people of many incomes can live realistically 

without a car. 

Good news: it will be easier for them to 
make the shift from car dependence to 
more sustainable places by building on 

existing patterns.



Television City,  Farmers Market Television City,  Farmers Market 
and the Grove, Park La Brea and the Grove, Park La Brea 

((higrisehigrise housing) and the Wilshire housing) and the Wilshire 
corridor all within a few blockscorridor all within a few blocks..

Park La Brea

There are 
already 
thriving 
urban 
villages.  

There’s enough 
density and a good 

mix of office, retail and 
housing all in close 

proximity. 

But they don’t fit 
together well because 

they too often turn 
their backs on the 
congested streets. 



As people give up on getting around as much on the 
freeways and boulevards by car, their mental maps of where 

they travel get tighter and more detailed.

They start living out their lives in smaller areas.  They’ll 
actually walk more, take transit when it works.  They’ll get to 
know the world better at 5 to 30 miles per hour, and less and 

less at 60. 

Now the planners are starting to think about re-scaling the 
streets for other users, developing along the corridors, 

encouraging transit-oriented mixed use, becoming a city of 
villages and metro stops, not just suburbs



So the communities of West Los Angeles 
are becoming more like Vancouver …

and maybe Canada’s California is 
becoming more like them. 

Downtown South, Vancouver



More on LA in upcoming issues.

View from The Grove



Chicago’s

Millennium Park

ChicagoChicago



No doubt about it: Chicago’s Millennium Park 
is one of the world’s great public places.

As a recent creation (opened in 2004), it’s second only to 
Seoul’s Cheongyecheon.

It’s awesome – truly.  People can’t help but smile, to feel 
like a welcome actor on a stunning urban stage.



So many surfaces, so much light.



Cloud Gate
(The Bean)



Trademark Gehrey: curves against grids.



Cars below, bikes above.



Crown Fountain                                                  
A bit washed out on a sunny day …



But at night …



It’s magical. 



The park is safe in the evening – well-lit and 
watched-over.

A destination for couples and lovers                       
out walking in the city.

A shared and civil space. 



Jay Pritzker Pavilion



Millennium Park cost a quarter billon dollars.Millennium Park cost a quarter billon dollars.
Those who contributed have their names etched in stone: 

American tradition in a  proud, rich city like Chicago.
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